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REPORT ON THE ANALYSIS OF THE LARGE PROPAGATION

VELOCITIES OBSERVED IN THE FULL-LENGTH

SSC TEST DIPOLES

Lawrence Dresner, J. Winston Lue, and M. S. Lubell

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee

1. ABSTRACT

Very large propagation velocities have been observed in the Superconducting

Super Collider (SSC) 17-m dipoles: from 75 m/s to 225 m/s, depending on the

current (see Fig. 3 below). These velocities are much larger than those predicted by

the classical conduction theory of normal zone propagation. A plausible explanation

for such rapid propagation is a hydrodynamic mechanism called thermal hydraulic

quenchback (THQ) that has been proposed by Luongo et al., This report supplies an

approximate analytic theory of THQ, which is used to analyze the data taken on the

SSC 17-m dipoles. It is concluded that THQ in the helium in the interstices of the

cable can explain the large propagation velocities observed. Additional experiments

axe proposed to test the hydrodynamic explanation.

2. INTRO DUCTIO N

In the paper "Development of Spontaneous Quenches in Full-Len_h SSC I_D

Dipole_" by A. Devred et al., 2 the following statement appears: "The major surprise

of magnet DD0010 was the high propagation velocities: 100 m.s -1 on the turn

where the quench originated. They appear to be even faster on magnet DD0012:

150 m.s -i on the turn where the quench originated ... how can the absolute values

of these velocities be explained?" After posing this question, Devred et al. go on

to say, "Because the classical description of the longitudinal propagation based on

the Fourier conduction along the condu':tor copper could not predict such values,

we must therefore find another mechanism that speeds up the propagation. One

possibility is the effect of a [thermal I hydraulic quenchback, as described [by Luongo,

Loyd, Chen, and Peck] in ref. 1, the phenomenon taking place in the helium chaunel

between the bore tube and the coil. More calculation_ are needed to _alidate the

application of thin model to our configuration." [Emphasis added.]
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Partofthisreportsuppliesthesecalculationsintheform ofan analyticstudy

of THQ carriedout usinga method of treatingcompressibleflowin long tubes

thatwa_ pioneeredatOak Ridge NationalLaboratory_-sand isbasedon similarity

solutions._ Although the detailsofthisstudy'axecomplex,the resultsare simple

formulas.

Luongo et al.1discoveredTHQ in the courseofa numericalsimulationofhe-

liumexpulsionfrom a cable-in-conduitconductor,and thephenomenon has not yet

been observedinthe laboratory.Therefore,the predictionsofthe theory remain

unverifiedby experiment.Inthisreporttheyarecompared with theavailabledata

on theSSC magnets toseehow certainitisthatTHQ isresponsibleforthe large

propagationvelocitiesmeasured inthe 17-m testdipoles.In addition,severalnew

experimentsthatmay furtherclarifythisissueareproposed.

Finally,becausetherehas been some confusionas towhat the predictionsof

theclassicalconductiontheoryactuallyare,an introductorysectiondescribingthe

applicationofthattheorytothe SSC dipoleshas been includedinthisreport.

Symbols aredefinedin a tableat the end of the report.Within each section,

equationsarenumbered consecutively.Cross-referencestoequationsaxe numbered

thus:Eq. (4.2)means Eq. (2)ofSect.4.

3. PREDICTIONS OF THE CLASSICAL CONDUCTION THEORY

In the classicalconductiontheoryof normal zone propagation,the expansion

of thenormal zone iscausedby heat conductionthroughthe copper matrix from

the hot normal zone to the adjacentcold superconductor.Figure I shows the

dimensionlesspropagationvelocityv/v. plottedagainstthe dimensionlesscurrent

i -= I/Ic. Here the fiducial velocity v. is given by

Jo (p'kv, Tc-rb} ' (I)

The curves in Fig. 1 were calculated using the formulas from refs. 7 and 8. The

curves are labeled from right to left with values of the Stekly parameter ct = 1.5,

2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, 1000, and ac. The Stekly parameter is

defined by
pe_

cr = f APh(Tc -'T_,) " (2)
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Fig. 1. The dimensionless propagation velocity v/u, plotted against the di-
mensionless current i = 1/I¢ according to the classical conduction theory. The
parameter a labeling the curves is the Stekly number [see Eq. (3.2)].
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The curves in Fig. 1 include the effect of current sharing but axe based on the

assumption that the thermal conductivity k and the volumetric heat capacity S =

pCp are independent of temperature. When i - 1, v/v. = x/('a 1)/a.

In ref. 2, the following conductor characteristics axe noted:

Number of strands = 23

Strand diameter = 0.808 mm

Cu/SC ratio = 1.6 (f = 0.6154)

Residual resistance ratio (RRR) = 79

I¢ (at 5 T, 4.22 K) = 10,790 A

Quench 10, which we analyze in detail by way of example, occurred at 6544 A

(1.018 of short sample), 4.28 K, and 0.34 MPa. So for this quench, i = 1 and

,,i,,.=,/i<,
According to Peoples, 9 the peak field at the conductor is 7 T. Thus, Tc = 6.0 K.

Since IlIc= 1.018, Ic = 6428 A. Since the total conductor area is 11.79 mm 2,

Jc = 5.452 x 108 A/m 2.

Next, we need to find the volumetric heat capacity S of the conductor. We use

the following data for NbTi:

Cp = _,T + BT 3 (normal) ,

Cp = [_ + 3"7/T_o]T a + 7HT/Hc_ (superconducting) , (3)

where
-i = 0.145 mJ. g-i. K-1 ,

=2.3x 10-3mJ.g-l.K-4,

Tc0 =9.09 K,

Ht2 = 9.67 T .

These dasa axe from r_. 10: the value of Ht2 has been obtained from a best fit

to specific heat measurements at 7 T. The density of NbTi is 6 g.cm -3. The

corresponding data for copper axe:

Cp= -fT + ,

_,=1.1 × 10 -5 J.g-l.K -2 , (4

=7.44x I0-T J.g-i K-4.
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These data are from ref. 11. The density of copper is 8.96 g.cm -3. With these data

we find

S = AT + BT s ,

A = 0.3030 mJ. cm -3 . K -2 , (5)

B = 0.02156 mJ • cm -3 , K -_ .

In Eq. (1) we use for S an average value equal to the enthalpy difference He - Hb

calculated by integrating Eq. (5) divided by the temperature difference Tc - Tb.
Then we find S = 4567 .J. m -s •K -1.

We use the Wiedemann-Franz law to find the product kp, at the average tem-

perature (Tc + T,)/2 = 5.140 K. Then finally, v. = 64.60 m/s.

We need to estimate a. The resistivity of the copper including magnetoresis-

tance at 7 T is

p, = 1.6 _q. cm/79 + 4.8 x 10-gB f_. cm= 5.385 x 10-s 12. cna.

The maximum wetted perimeter P = 58.38 mm, the perimeter oi' the strands, and

A = 11.79 mm s. This gives a = 30.54 when h = 0.1 W.cm-2.K -1, a typical value.

Since i = 1, v = 0.9835 and v. = 63.53 m/s. The experimental value of 142 m/s for

the propagation velocity in turn 16 is more than twice this value.

It is not our intention here to repeat the analysis reported by the authors of

ref. i. This section has been included here to dispel any remaining doubts as to what

the predictions of the classical conduction theory actually are. It seems clear that

this theory cannot account for the high velocities observed. But it is equally cleat '

from the large value of v, in this example that conduction may play a subordinate

role in the propagation process even if the main role is played by thermal hydraulic

quenchback.

4. SIMILARITY THEORY OF THERMAL HYDRAULIC

QUENCHBACK

With the increasing popularity of cable-in-conduit superconductors has come

increasing attention to the problems of their quench protectionmproblems such as

the rise in internal pressure, the expulsion of helium from the ends of a hydraulic

path, and the growth of normal zones. Recently, while studying these problems by

means of numerical simulation, Luongo et al.l discovered a new phenomenon that
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they called THQ. They saw fluid elements far from a normal zone being driven

through the interstices of the cable by the expansion of the heated helium in the

normal zone. Because of the compression of these fluid elements and their friction

with the strands of the cable, their temperatures rose. When their temperatures

reached the current,sharing threshold, the strands wetted by them became resistive.

Then, quite suddenly, very long segments of conductor became normal, causing the

propagation velocity of the normal front to jump to very large values.

While the numerical study has pointed out the existence of THQ, it has not

made clear the interplay of the .many parameters that control the phenomenon.

Over the past decade, Dresner has developed an analytic method of dealing with

such problems based on similarity solutions. 3-5 While less comprehensive than the

numerical calculations, this method has the virtue of representing the quantities of

interest by means of simple formulas that show at a glance their dependence on the

• various parameters of the problem. It is applied here to the problem of THQ.

When a nonrecovering normal zone appears in a cable-in-conduit superconduc-

tor, the pressure in the conductor rises, helium is expelled from its ends, and the

normal zone grows in size. A variety of coupled physic_._i,processes, each simple in

itself, underlies these three manifestations of _he nonrecovering normal zone. Thus,

heating of the helium by the normal conductor causes its pressure to rise, but the

rise in pressure is limited by the expansion of the helium. The expansion of the he-

Hum is restrained by inertia and by turbulent friction with the walls and the wires of

the conductor. Tt_s partially restrained expausion determines the rates of pressure

rise and thermal expulsion. These rates are also determined by the power input to

the helium, which in turn depends on the size of the normal zone. The normal zone

grows with time, spreadiv.g because of he,Lt transfer from the normal part of the

conductor to tj:Lepart that is still superconducting. Such heat transfer takes place

by conduction through the copper matrix and by the action of the expanding warm

helium.

The problem we face is further complicated by the fact that the helium and the

metal are not in thermal equilibrium, so that the interfacial heat transfer between

these two pha_ :nay need to be taken into account. Furthermore, the helium, being

in a state close to its critical state, may exhibit rapid densiW changes. Finally, the

specific heat, thermal conductivity, and normal-state resistivity of the metal are

strong functiot_ of the temperature.

This brief summary shows the reader that a complete calculation of quench

pressure, thermal expulsion rate, and propagation velocity can only be carried out
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on a large computer, and even then it is a rather daunting task. A useful prelimi-

nary, having considerable value in its own right, would be the dLscovery of simple,

easily solved problems that describe roughly but reliably what happens. One such

problem, on which this report is based, is to calculate the pressure rise and the

motion of the cold helium in a long, slender pipe induced by a piston moving down

the pipe. The motion of the piston is imagined to be externally imposed and such

that the displacement of the piston varies as a power of the elapsed time.

4.1 BASIC EQUATIONS

The key to making the calculations is the very large length-to-diameter (L/D)

ratio of the helium volume inside the conductor. During a quench, the Joule heating

raises the pressure of the helium. The helium tries to relieve this pressure by

expanding, but its expansion is opposed by friction with the wires and thewalls and

by the inertia of the fluid. Because of the very l_ge L/D ratio, the pressure gradient

in the helium is almost entirely expended in overcoming friction, and accordingly

1#e _eglec_ _he _ne_tia O__e fluid. This simplification enables us to obtain formulas

that show explicitly the dependence of the fluid velocity on the various parameters

of the conductor.

The flow equations (continuity, momentum, energy) for a heated pipe are

,_p 0%

=- -oF, (lh)

where F, the frictional force per unit mass, is given by F = 2fv 2/D. The frictional

force appears in the momentum equation (lb) just as any external force would,

but not in the energy equation (lc) because the work done by the flu_. against the

frictional force is not removed from the fluid (as it would be if the work were against

an external force) but is returned to it as heat.

If we multiply Eq. (lb) by v and subtract it from Eel. (lc), we find, after using

Eq. (la) and the second law of thermodynamics, T d8 -. de + p dr, that

Td--_ = Q + Fv . (2)
dt p
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The term Fv on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) represents entropy production due

to irreversible conversion by friction of kinetic energy to internal energy. Had the

term -pFr been present on the right-hand side of Eq. (lc), as it would have been

it"F were an external force, then the term Fv would not appear in Eq. (2).

The basic assumption of this method is that the frictional forces greatly dom-

inate inertial forces in a long, nan'ow tube. This means that the left-hand side

of Eq. (lb) is very much less than either term on the right. In other words, the

pressure gradient expends itself in overcoming friction, not in accelerating the fluid.

Hence, we set dv/d_ = 0 in Eel. (lb). We can eliminate the derivative of p from

Eq. (la) using the thermodynamic identity dp ='dp/c 2 -(Bp/Cp)T _ so that

- + . (3)

Using Eqs. (la), (lb), and (3), we find

Finally, consulting NBS-631, we find that Bc 2/Cp is always close to 1.

4.2 FURTHER REDUCTION OF THE EQUATIONS

We use Eq. (1 b), with its left-hand side set equal to zero, and Eq. (4) to calculate

the pressure rise and motion induced in the helium in a long, slender pipe caused

by a thermal perturbation near its center. We simulate the effect of the thermal

perturbation and the subsequent growth of a nonrecovering normal zone with a

piston whose displacement Z is proportional to a power n of the time: Z = Xr".

Beyond the piston, the Joule power density Q is zero.

Early, when not much helium has been expelled from the pipe, the helium

remains on the high-density side of the pseudo-critical curve and behaves like a

liquid. We therefore take the physical properties p and c to be constants. From

now on, we interpret p as the pressure r_se above ambient pressure. Finally, to

simpSfy the appearance of the equations, we work in this section and in Sects. 4.3 --'_

4.5 in a special system of"units in which p = c = D/4f = 1. If we now eliminate p

between Eqs. (15) and (4), we obtain (in special units])

_v o% 0v
az-.-f = v.._ + 3m v2--Oz ' (Sa)

where
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_=_ 1+ cp]'
(Sb)

The boundary and initial conditions under which Eq. (5a) must be solved are

v(_,0)=0 , _(_¢,t)=0 , _(z,t) =2. (6)

• Strictly speaking, the second boundary condition refers to a semi-infinite pipe, which

is what we shall consider for the time being. Later, we shall deal with the problem

of applying the solutions for the semi-infinite pipe to pipes of finite length.

It will prove convenient in what follows to use a system of coordinates that move

with the piston. Accordingly, we introduce the new space variable _ = z -Z(t) in

place of z. Then Eq. (5) and (6) become

oc"z= _" + _ (7)
and

,,(¢,o)=o, ,,(¢¢,t)=o, ,,(o,t.)=2=,x_"-'. (s)

4.3 SIMILAP..ITY SOLUTIONS*

If the last term oa the right-baud side of Eq. (7) is small compared with the

other two terms, then F.,q. (7) takes the form

02v 0%
_-_=_. (o)

• Equation (9) is invarim,t _o the one-parameter family of one-parameter groups of

stretching transformations

t' = _t, 0 < ,_< _, (10)

C'= AC,

where a and l_axeconstrainedby thelinearrelation

a-;3 = -2. (11)
,,, ,,

"A good general reference to the material in this and the next section can be found in ref. 6.
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The parameter I labels the transformations of individual groups; the parameter

a labels the groups of the family. Solutions invariant to one group of the family

(similarity solutions) have the form

v = _°I_(CIPI_), (12)

where y is an as yet undetermined function of the single variable i -'- ¢/t 1/j. If we

substitute Eq. (12) into Eq. (9), we obtain the ordinary differential equation

_ + _,_ - ay2 = 0 (13)

for y(z).

If we compare Eq. (12) with the last boundary condition in Eq. (8), we see that

n - 1 = a//_. Thus B = 2/(2 - n) and a = 2(n- 1)/(2 - n). The parameter/9 must

be positive so that the similarity solution (12) represents a velocity distribution

that spreads out as time progresses. Thus n must be <2. Furthermore, n must be

>0 if Z = Xt n is to describe a motion o_the piston in the direction of increasing z.

The similarity solutions we shall be studying therefore only apply to exponents in

the range 0 < n < 2. The boundary conditions (8) now become

u(_)= o, y(o)= _x. (14)

4.4 APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF EQ. (T)

Ifwe imaginethatthe solution(12)to Eq. (9) isknown, we can ase itas a

jumping-offpointfortheapproximatesolutionofEq. (7)by taking

_(_,t)= t°/_l_/k(t)], (is)

where y(x) is the solution of Eqs. (13) and (14) and k(t) is a function yet to be

determined. Since Eq. (15) is not the exact solution of Eq. (7), we cannot find k(t)

by substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (7). Instead, we reduce the information content

of Eq. (7) by integrating it over ¢"from 0 to oo and then substitute Eq. (15) for v.
We find

(_2dx _ = -/c -_- + m- . (16)
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If we integrate Eq. (13) over z from 0 to _ and integrate once by parts, _,e find
that

1 y2& (17)-a_(0)= (2_+ i)._

, Because Eq. (13) is invariant to the associated group s

_,= _,-2y, (Is)
Z I =/_X ,

. itc_ easilybe shown that

!/2dz [I/(0)13/_=_+/_ A(a); (19)

' thatis,thatthe ratioon the leftisindependentof I/(0)and del:lendsonlyon a.

(The factor[13/(a+/9)]3/2hasbeeninsertedon therightforconvenience.)Inserting

Eqs.(14),(17),and (19)intoEq. (16),we i_ndthatthelatterbecomes

d-_ t2al_]c : i_ "T + m - t3al#n3X312A-1 . (20)

Equation(20)can be solvedby choosingIcr2a//_asthe new dependentvariableand

separatingvariables.Aftera tediouscomputationwe fred

_"q-. ln(1 + _'r/) = _':z/2, (21a)

where

= [m - (112)]n3/_X3/2t3./2_I (21b)
A(2a + 1)

and

v= klt_lB. (21c)

Some valuesof_ and y/areshown inTable1.

The function7?canbe usedtojudgethevalidityofthesolutionwe haveobtained_

foronlyif9 isnot toolargecompared withI willthe solution(15)be dependable.

Thissetsa limiton thesizeof_,which inturnsetsa li_t on theelapsedtime t.

Finally,_ willbe ,smallwhen t issmallonlyifn > _,so the solutionwe have
1

. found isonlyvalidintherange _ < n < 2 (_ </_ < oo,-_ < a < oo).
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Table 1. Some values of _ and rt
ii iii iii i ims

d.0i0 ...... _i003 -
0.030 1.010

0.097 1.033

0.274 1.093

0.783 1.276

1.343 1.490

2.533 1.974

2.598 2.001
,IIHI ,j ii

4.5 PRESSURE AT THE PISTON

AccordingtoEq. (Ib)withouttheinertialterm,

1 v_d( (22a)p(O,t)= 7

= rlAXS/2t_ '_-1 = rlAZ3/2t -I , (22b)

when we use Eqs.(12),(14),and (19).In ordi,=r__nitathisbecomes

(__-)p(0,t)= vA._ 4/_ '
where the dependenceon n isnow onlythroughthe constantsy and .4.

As ithappens,F-al.(13)can be solvedanalyticallywhen n = -_and when n = 2,

and inthesecases,,4= 7r/6and 2/v_, respectively.Numericalcalculations,which

willnot be describedhere,show that.4variesalmost perfectlylinearlybetween

theseextremes,and so.4willbe givenby theinterpolationformula

_= 'F'- _+ T- , 5<_<2. (24)

4.6 THERMAL HYDRAULIC QUENCHBACK

4.6.1 T|me of Onset

The firstfluidelementtoreachTc,willbe theone adjacenttothepistonbecause

lthasthelargestvelocityand thehi&'hestpressureofall.The in_qnJtesimalincrement
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of work clonein a time dt on this fluid element of length dz in overcoming its friction

with the surfaces internal to the jacket is

(25)

Herethefirstfactoristhewallshearstress,thesecondfactoristhewettedperimeter,

and thethirdfactoristhedisplacementofthepiston.Ifwe dividethisquantityby

pAHedz,themassofthefluidelement,and integrateovertimefrom 0 tot,we get

thespecificfrictionalwork W:

2f _' 2_dtW-_. (28)

The temperatureriseduetothisworkisW/Cp. Ifwe assumethatthistemperature

riseand thatcausedby compressionareadditive,we can writefortheoverall

temperatureriseatthepiston

2f PC2 D 07'aT= Jo dt+ (27)
The time at which AT equals Tcs- Ta marks the onset of thermal hydraulic quench-

back.Equation(27) canbe writtenintheconvenientform

Q,AT 2f '2 s dt + _A...... ='frg
in which each term is dimensionless. To estimate the size of each term, let us take

r/= 1, n = 1, p = 150 kg.m -s, Ct = 2500 J.kg-l.K -1, AT = 1 K, c = 250 ro.s-*,] %

(aT) = 2 K/MPa. First we write Eq. (28) asand "_'Pv

ca, = _ _, _ ] + A pC,\ _ , (29)

which is a quadratic equation for the unknown (4fX_t/Dc2) 1/2. The coefficients in

descending order are 1/2, 0.5111, and 0.0400. With coefficients of this order, the

first term on the right is much smaller than the second, and the root of Eq. (29)

can be written approximately as

When n # l, (Eq. 30a) is equivalent to
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Accordingtothisanalysis,theonsetofTHQ iscausedby compressionofthefluid

elementat thepiston,not by friction.

4.6.2 Time at Which Entire Conductor Goes Normal

Section 4.6.1 Elves the time for the onset of THQ; that is, the time at which the

fluid element adjacent to the piston reaches i/ca. In this ;ection we try to find the

time at which the fluid elements at the far end of the conductor reach Tc,, that is,

the time at which the entire conductor becomes normal.

For the frictional contribution we again start with Eqs. (25) and (26), but with

replaced by v(L, t), where L is the half-length of the conductor (the normal zone

is assumed to start in the middle). Now it can be shown by the methods outlined

in res. 6 and 12 that, for large X, the solutions y(x) of Eqs. (13) and (14) are

asymptotic to 6/z 2 irrespective of the values of a, _, and nX. [The reader may

verify by substitution that 6/z 2 does in fact satisfy Eq. (13) exactly.] With this

asymptotic form, Eq. (15) becomes

v(L,t) = r/26t/L 2 (specialunits) (31a)

= _26c (_)( D)4__ (ordinary units) . (31b)

Then

27D 2c6t4

W=r/6. 16 j'2/,6" (32)

There isno compressivecontributionaCtheendsofthechannelbecausethereisno

pressulerisethere.Equation (32)can be writtenintheconvenientform

= r/ 27c2 ) (33)

involvingonlydimensionlessquantities.

In additiontotheconditionofvalidityon the timethatarisesfrom Eq. (21b),

thereisanothercondition:namely,thatwhichpermitsuse ofthe asymptoticform

(31)forv(L:t).Sincev(L,t)must bemuch less_hanZ atthetimegivenby Eq.(33),

thisconditionofvalidityis

c_ _2 (3C_AT) I/' (__)I/2 . (34)
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The independence of the estimate (33) of n and X means that the simplification

of imagining the cold helium to be driven by au external piston is not as drastic as

we might have thought at first.

Equation (33) is based on the assumption that the piston does not move a

substantial fraction of the conductor length L during the time t it takes for the fluid

element at the far end of the conductor to reach the current-sharing temperature

Tca. Then the conductor length L gives the distauce of that distal fluid element

from the piston and is the correct distance to use in the asymptotic law (31) for

the flow velocity. But in actual fact, the constancy of the length L is not a good

assumption for the following reason. As fluid elements reach Tcs and normalize

the conductor next to them, they begin to absorb Joule power from the conductor

and expand. Thus, it seems t_at the piston pushing +.he cold helium has moved

downstream, and its distance to the distal fluid element seems smaller. Since the

velocity of a fluid element at any given time is larger the closer it is to the piston

[by roughly the square of the distance, according to the asymptotic law (31)], most

of the heat that brings the distal fluid element to Temis absorbed when the piston

is fairly close to it. Thus, the effective length L to use in Eq. (33) should be smaller

than the actual channel length; Eq. (33) should give an overestimate of the time

for THQ to finish when the actual length of the channel is used for L. Only

detailed numerical calculations or comparison with experiment can determine the

precise factor of reduction to apply to the geometric length L.

- 4.6.3 Thermal Hydraulic Quenchback in the SSC Dipoles

In the SSC dipoles, the distance L is not the half-length of the conductor but

rather the distance from the edge of the initial normal zone to the next voltage tap.

Beyond that voltage tap, the conductor extends many times the length L. Thus, we

cannot ignore the compressive contribution to 'he heating a_ we did in Sect. 4.6.2,

where L marked the positive of the open end of the conductor.

The pressure at position L is _ven in special units by

where v is now given by the asymptotic form v = 6t/_ _. The integration yields
6t 2

p- _ (special units) (36)

J6PC2(_) 2 (4_) (ordinary units) . (37)
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A short calculation then shows that the analogue of Eq. (29) is

Again, the first term on the right-hand side is much smaller than the second, and

so Eq. (38) gives

- t ' 3p,9 . (39)
Again, the effective length L should be smaller than ,the a_:tual length.

5. COMPARISON OF DATA ON SSC DIPOLES WITH THE

SIMILARITY THEOR.Y

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the SSC dipoles. Most of the helium inven-

tory is contained in the thin channel between the bore tube and the inner layer of

conductors, but the cable itself contains about 13 vol _ of helium that is enclose4

by the insulation. The tight confinement of these helium volumes may cause either

to expand longitudinally down the channel as described in Sect. 4 and lead to THQ.

If the quench were propagated by THQ in the volume between the bore tube

and the conductors as suggested in ref. 2, we would expect all turns in a quadrant to

go normal a/most simultaneously, because THQ should begin all across the helium

channel almost immediately after establishment of a normal zone in one of the

conductors. The evidence, however, belies this expectation: Fig. 5 of ref. 13 shows

a quench propagating transversely from turn to turn at regular intervals of roughly

15 ms. This can only be due to the thermal delay introduced by the turn-to-turn

insulation. It therefore seems doubtful that quenches are being propagated by THQ

in the space between the bore tube and the conductor.

This argument makes it seem highly likely that quenches are propagated by

THQ in the interstitial helium, that is, the helium confined in the cable itself. To

test this hypothesis further, we analyzed a quench in turn 13 of magnet DD0010, for

which extensive data are given in re_/. 13. According to this reference, the quench

starts 7.2 m from the return end of the straight secti_, and travels in both directions

(two fronts) with a velocity of 102 m/s. As noted in re/'. 13, a velocity of only 28 m/s

is expected from the classical conduction theory.

Table 2 gives characteristics oi"the SSC dipole conductor, ambient helium, and

quench. The only quantity missing from Table 2 is the friction factor. Data on
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Table 2. SSC dipole quench, conductor, and ambient helium characteristics
Hl i ii ii i -- i ii ii

Conductor

Hydraulic diameter D, mm 0.121

Cu/SC ratio 1.41

Strand diameter, mm 0.808

Number of strands 23

Cable dimensions, mm 1.458 × 9.296

Ambient helium 4

Bath (ambient) temperature Tb, K 4,39

Current-sharing threshold temperature Tc_, K 4.70

(=Tc,- Tb),K , 0.3
Critical temperature Tc, K 6.48

Pressure p, MPa 0.4

Density Pd, kg'm -3 133.5

/z,/_Pa.s 3.814

ft, K -_ 0.1176

Constant-pressure specific heat Cp, J.kg-l.K 4228

(Op/c3CT)v, MPa.K -l 0.4401

Speed of sound c, m/s 218

Quench

Current I, A 5680

Dimensionless current i (= I/I¢) 0.85

Peak magnetic field Bpe_,, T 5.94

Time to one end tl, ms 70.8

Time to the other end ts, ms 84.0

Distance to one end L1, m 7.2

Distance to the other end L2, m 8.52
H ,,,, iii | -- H, ,

aThermodynarnic properties evsluated at T = (Tc, + Tb)/2 _ 4.5 K, p = 0.4 MP_,

frictionfactorsincableshave been presentedby Lue,Miller,and Lottin14and by

Daugherty,Huang, and van Sciver.IsThe datacovera rangeoi"wirediametersfrom

0'56mm to1.06mm, voidfractionsfrom 35% to60%, and Reynoldsnumbers up to

about 104.Altogether,Lue etal.reporteddataatroom and nitrogentemperatures
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for nine samples utilizing four different cabling patterns. At the highest Reynolds

number (104) they found the Fanning friction factor to be about 0.02:k25%. Daugh-

erty et al. studied two conductors in the temperature range from 3 to 7 K. For one

of them they also found a friction factor of 0.0'2 for Reynolds numbers exceeding

5000, but for the other they found a friction factor ten times smaller. It is di_-

cult to see what is different about the cable with the much smaller friction factor.

Subsequently we choose the larger value, f -- 0.02.

Using these values we can End the effective channel length L to use in Eq. (4.39)

as explained in Sect. 4. The result is Le_/L = 0.03 for both fronts, so that an

empirical factor of 0.50 must be pL, ced before Eq. (4.39). In light of the argument

at the end Of Sect. 4, this is not an unreasonable result.

How long does it take for THQ to begin? To answer this question using

Eq. (4.30), we must first determine the initial rate of expansion of the normal zone, ,
i.e., the initial piston velocity. We car_ do this with the following equation, taken

from ref. 16, which gives the normal zone expansion velocity U for early times:

ro=m,

c . (1)

Hereq isthespeci;BcJoulepower trI_L,L_'en'edfromtheful.lynormal conductortothe

helium(W.kg-I).Then Eq. (I)yieldsU = U0tI/3,U0 = 16,5m.s4/3.Ifwe insert

thisintoBq.(4.306)alongwithA = 0.839(n= 4/3),weEBdtI_tt= 0.158ms;that

is, thermal hydraulic quenchback begins immediately for all intents and purposes.

This is because of the truly enormous Joule heating of the interstitial helium of

9.7 kW.g -1.

According to Eq. (4.39) the average propagation velocity L/t depends on the

fraction of critical ma-rent i as (1 - i)-1/_; this dependence arises only through the

dependence of T on i. Figure 3 shows the measured propagation velocity for six

magnets plotted vsi and a curve proportional to (1 -i) -1/2 and normalized to

fit well over the entire range. The good agreement implies that the ratio Le_/L

depends only slightly, if at all, on i.

6. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The hydrodynamic theory of Sect. 4 cannot be compared in detail with the

experimental results bemuse of the appearance of the undetermined length Left.
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Nevertheless, with the reasonable value L_/L = 0.63, this theory can account

for the high propagation velocities measured in the SSC dipoles. The classical

conduction theory, on the other hand, can never account for these high velocities.

The validity of the formulas (4.30) and (4.33) can be tested by romparing them

with the numerical results of Luongo et al. 1 and with some recent experimental

results of Ando et al.17 Luongo's Fig. 5 (shown here as Fig. 4) shows the location

of the normal front for a particular conductor as a function of time. In interpreting

these results, a caution must be applied. Luongo begins his computation b_r turning

on a hypothetical heater that takes a short time to heat the conductor to the current

sharing threshold. The instan_ at which this happens can be inferred by noting when

the normal front begins to move, about 0.075 s in Fig. 4. So 75 ms on the abscissa

scale in Fig. 4 should be taken as the zero of elapsed time. The entire sample

goes normal at an elapsed time of 0.25 s, so the average velocity of propagation

is 91 m/s. Equations (4.30), (5.1), and (4.33) give 0.11 s as the onset time and

0.43 s as the time at which the entire Sample becomes normal. The latter time is

an upper bound, as mentioned before, and from it we can calculate a lower bound

to the average velocity of propagation, namely, 58 m/s. If we use the factor of 0.63

found above to correct the length L of the channel, we find that the entire sample

goes normal at an elapsed time of 0.215 s, which corresponds to an average velocity

of 116 m/s. Although tl_.3 rather good agreement may be fortuitous, it does appear

that the analytic theory of the present paper is consistent with the results of the
numerical calculations.

We cannot perform such a detailed analysis of the data of Ando et al.,lv because

the condition (4.34) for the applicability of Eq. (4.33) is not met. Equation (4.34)

requires the piston velocity to be >_8 m/s, and such large values of the velocity are

not achieved in Ando's experiment. Equation (4.30a) predicts that the quantity

X3t should be about 1.4 m3.s -2 when I - 1.9 kA. We see that the data in Fig. 5

then require the onset time to be about 1 s. Since the data are not marked by any

sudden acceleration in the motion of the normal front, it is hard to say categorically

that THQ is taking place. If we place our faith in the theory and say that it is,

then we should expect a smoothly accelerating normal front to be characteristic of a

conductor undergoing THQ. Preliminary experiments recently carried out at ORNL

by Lue and Schwenterly (see Appendix I) give results much like Ando's, namely,

smoothly accelerating propagation velocities averaging several meters per second. It

is a little dangerous, however, to extrapolate this experimentally observed behavior

directly to the SSC dipoles because of the hundred-fold difference in Joule power
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density between the SSC dipoles and the experiments of Ando et al. About all we

can say is that the experiments ¢.f Ando et al. and Lue et al. do not contradict the

theory of this paper.

To further test our hypothesis that the hydrodynamic explanation is the correct

one, we seem compelled to undertake additional experiments with the SSC dipoles.

Perhaps the most revealing experiment would be to pump away the helium and

quench the magnet dry. If the hydrodyuamic explanation is correct, then the prop-

agation velocity should fall to the lower values predicted by the conduction theory.

When this proposed experiment was discussed at the August 16 quench workshop,

some of the participants pointed out that it would be necessary to keep the current

leads _nd the splices wet with helium. Since the leads and splices are all located at

one end of the magnet, the experiment could still be carried out if the magnet were

tipped or suspended with the lead-splice end low. This was deemed too di/_cult

to be worthwhile, and several participants suggested testing a 17-m-long sample

conductor with and without interstitisl helium in the bore of one of the dipoles.

If the bore tube is to contain helium, then the sample conductor will have to be

encased in an a jacket impervious to helium when it is run dry.

If this first experiment were to sustain the; hydrodynamic explanation, the next

experiment to try would be to remove the bore tube. If, _ suggested in ref. 2,

the helium between the conductor and the bore tube were responsible for thermal

hydraulic quenchback, the velocity of propagation would again fall. On the other

hand, if the interstitial heli,_m were responsible for thermal hydraulic quenchback,

removing the bore tube would make no difference. Some participants in the August

16 workshop pointed out that the annulus between the bore tube and the edge of

the conductor would be much wider in the so-called 5-cre magnets than in the 4-cre

magnets. If the annular helium,, is responsible for the rapid propagation observed,

then the velocity should be substantially lower in the 5-cre magnets than in the

4-cre magnets. If the interstitial helium is responsible, then there sh6ald be no
difference.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

(Equation numbers refer to Sect. 4)

A numerical constant defined in Eq. (19) and calculable from Eq. (24), dimen-
sionless

B volume coefficient of thermal expansion, _ (_,_)p, K -1
c speed of sound, m/s

Cp constant-pressure specific heat_ J.kg-l.K -1

D hydraulic diameter, m

e specific internal energy, J.kg -1

f Fanning friction factor, dimensionless

F fractional force per unit mass (=2fv2/D)

H heat transfer coe_cient

I current, A

Ic critical current, A

J¢ overall ctrrrent density in the composite, A/m 2

k in Sect. 3, thermal conductivity; in Sect 4; function of time defined in

Eq. (15)

m numerical constant defined in Eq. (5b), dimensionless

n power of time describing displacement Z of the piston, dimensionless

p pressure, Pa

P wetted perimeter, m

Q power density entering the helium, W.m -3

s specific entropy, J.kg-_.K -1

S volumetric heat capacity (=pEp), J.m-S.K -1

t time, s

T temperature, K

Tb bath (ambient) temperature, K

Tc critical temperature, K

Tc0 critical temperature at zero field, K

Tc, current-sharing threshold temperature, K

AT Tc,-rb, K

v flow velocity, m/s

v. fiducial velocity, m/s

W specific frictional work [see F.,q. (26)], J.kg -1

z _/t 1;'_, similarity variable
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X coef_cient in power law Z -- Xr" for the piston displacement

y a function of"z defined in Eq. (12) and calculable from Eqs. (13) and (14)

z distance coordinate, m

Z displacement of the piston, m

a parameter _beling groups of the family (10)

parameter labeling groups of the family (10)

distance measured from the piston [---z - Z(t)], m

rl auxiliaryvariabledefinedinEq. (21c)

_ parameterlabelingindividualtransformationsofthegroup (10)

parameter labeling individual transformations of the group (18)

ausdliaryvariabledefinedinEq. (21b)

p density, kg.m -3

pe resistivity of copper, _.cm

r specific volume, 1/p, m-3-kg
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._.._.,m, *.uL_ QUENCH PROPAGATION LN A CABLE-IN-CONDUIT FORCE-COOLED_#,mmm '

SUPERCONDUCTOR--PRELIMINARY RESULTS"

J. W. Lue, S. W. Schwenterly, L. Dremer, and M. S. Lubell
Oak Rid_ National Laborffitory

P.O. Box 2009

Oak Ridge,TN 37831-8040

Abstr_ Faperin_tal Setup

Cabk-in-conduit force-cooled superconductor is being con- The _al setup consisted of a _-m-long sample
sidered for use in a superconducting ms, eric energy storage mounted inside • vacuum chamber. A c_mstat supplied super-
(SMES) system. The quench t_hsvior of such a conductor pl_ys critic_ helium to the sample and housed the superconducting
• very importan_ role in the protection of this system and of buses and the vapor-cooled leads. Experhne_aJ data were taken
other magnets havin H s/mi/sx coolin H environments. In particu- by a data acqu_ition system that a_owed some rest-time moni-
Isx, the existence c/the thermohydrsulic quenchhack effect pre- tor_ and data retrieval and plotting at • Later time.
dicted recently by numerical analysis and theoretical calculation

has been investigated experimentally. The test sample consists Sample ....of • G0-m-lon$ single triplexNbTi superconductor en_ in L
• stainless steel conduit. Heaters 0.2 to 8 m long are provided
both at the center sad at one end of the sample, and the heated The 50-m-long sample is made of • triplex of NbTi supercon-
end can be closed off to simul_e quenching centered in • 100-m- ducting wires. The triplex is enclosed _'uide 3.16-mm-lD stain-
long conductor. The quench behavior of the conductor (e.g., the less steel tubes. Two mets of five resistive heaters, 0.4 m to 3 na
propagation velocity and the temperature proKle) wu measured 1onto, were installed in the middle of the sample, one set inside
as a function of initial normal zone length, conductor current the tube and the other on the outside of the tube. The interior
density, helium temperature, etc. This paper reports the test heaters were lying in the grooves of the triplex. Ali heaters were
results and the comparison with the predictions. 5_arly wound to reduce inductive signal to the voltage taps. By

using different combinations of heaters, tb_ heated zone length
could be varied from 0.4 m to 8 m. Similar pairs of heater sets

Introduction were installed at one end of the sample. By closing the helium
inlet at this end, quenching centered in • 100-m-long sample

In a cable-in-condait force-cooled superconducting magnet, could be simulated. Table 1 lists the test conductor data.
*.he coolan_ is ]hnited to the interstitial helium inside the con-
duit. It cannot be replenished fast enough to provide steady- Table I. Sampk _pti_

state heat tran_er when the conductor goes normal. Hence the Condu-cwr ........ NbTi t_pk_
quench behavior of the conductor depends strongly on the ther- Strand _er, mm 1.27
ma/hydraulics of the coolant. A few papers have been devoted Cu/SC nuio 5.8:1
to the study of the properties of a quenching cable-in-conduit Coaduit lD, mm 3.16
superconductor, such am quench pre_u_, z thermal expu_ior_ 2 Conduit wall thi¢.knms, mm 0.41
hot-trpot temperature, _ and propagation velocity. 4 Cable _ _ meth_ mm# 7.$2

C_mductor¢_omte_Ao_ mm_ 3.9_
In a study of using cable-in-conduit superconductor for • su- Helium cron wetica, mm# 3.87

perconductin H ma_etie energy storage (SMES) system, it was Void fraction, % 49.G
found in a numerical simulation tha_ a phenomenoa called ther- Critical curreat tt 4.2 K and ze_ field, A 4500
real hydraulic quenchback (THQ) s may occur in such • conduc- Re,dual _iztaace r_o (RRR) 138
tor. Compression of and friction on the helium faz from a normal Heater le_" m
zone, resulting from the expansion ai" the heated helium in the He,ge, l, G, 8 3.0
normal zone, may raise the temperature at the hel;um above the Heaters 2, 4, 7 0.8Heate_ 3 0.4
current-sharin_ threshold. The strands in contact with lt then Reaterm 8 0.2
become normS, and • jump in normal zone propagation velocity ......... ........
follows. This phenomenon was _ recently in an analysis "S-s_ ,sS-|a_ _ to_ 1--_b,, _ ,_, _, rb,
based on singes-by solutions. _ ot,,_ o__ _.

Very l,u'He propagation velocities _ (100-200 m/s) oboerv_ Numerous voltage tap_ and thermocouples (TCs) were in-
in the full-length Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) test stalled along the sample, moat of them adjacent to heaters. Fig-
dipoles might be the result of THQ. On the other hand, the ure 1 is a sketch of the sample and its instrumentation layout.
propa_.tion velocities reported in Rds. 3 and 4 were only • few The sample w_ bifi_sxly wound on • ;_-cm-long, 16-cm-d_am
meters per second or less, and no appreciable jump in velocity (insulated) stainle_ steel nmadrel
w_ observed. The existence of THQ and the resulting fag nor-
ma] zone propagation wi]] have • strong influence, on the quench
preann_ and hot-spot temperature, and thtm on the p,x)tection_ Cry_tat
of a magn_ made of cable-in-conduit conductor or with s/mi-

Isx confined cooling channek. An experiment was conducted to The cryost_ was made of • 13-cre stah_em steel can to wh;ch
measure the quench propagation velodty in a cable-in-conduit the sample mandrel was attached, lt was housed inside • 25-c_-
conductor and to verify the existence of THQ and its depen- diam dewar used as a vacuum chamber. Thus, the sample was in
dence on various operating parameters, vacuum insulation to reduce thermal traader between adjacent

turns. Ins/de the steel can was a heat e_hR-ger to supply super-
critical helium to the sample. A pair of superconducting buae_

" *Research spo_g)r_.d' tr/the Defense Nuclear Agency under tied to the vapor-cooled lesds on the top penetrated the bottom
Interagency A_'eement No. 0046C082A1 under Martin Marietta oi"the can to feed cul-rent to the sample. Au-Fs vs Chromel TCs
En_-'_, S_ Inc.. contract DE-AC05-840R21400 with the from the sample also entered the can to a reference junction in
U.S. Department of Energy. _he helium bath.

Mantmcript received September 24, 1990.



Data Acquisition System__ TILbte2. Shot Summary
.......... F'u_/ .....

A computerized dat& acquhtition system was used to acquire Rester Dumtim, Durmioa sample
current c/A on, c/I, on, cu.n'e_ P,, Flow

and store the test cl_a. Voitafe, temperature, and strain gauge Shot Heater A (A) ,_ (ms} r, (t) /, (A) (m_m)(m/s)
tY'l_ si_ls were fed into 64 front-end modules. The outputs are .........
t_tted through a CAM.AC crate to a microVAX conjurer. 400-A dtml
P_,,d-time momt_ _ mlected ,i@mk ca= _ be t_ from mO_ 3 9.9 _ Sl 5.?' 39e 2.e 0.74
the output cd the frcmt-end moclu_es. The data implintg rule 1007 3 9.8 12_ 53 396 2.6 0.67
can be varied for et_ tem shot _ 5 Hz to 28,000 Hz. too$ 13 9._ 1.2_ 5.7 39S 2.6 0.75

1017 12-14 ZI 106 11.3 369 2.4 0
1018 12-14 2.1 106 14 272 2.4 0

Teet Remits 1022 13,14 3._ 32 13.1 348 4.0 0

A test shot wu initiJ_t,ed by ramping the sample _mrrent Coa 1009 13 9.5 l_ 5.2 _81 2._ 0.7_
_iven level, setting the helium flow, and ptclaing the better. The i01i 2 4.4 18 8.3 _ 2.4 0.20
heater trigger pulse tj.to started the cLat& acquisition system. 1014 14 5.1 21 6.9 333 2.4 0
SAmple current_ turned off to end the .hot when the vo|t#m_ 1016 12-14 2.1 106 5.0 432 2.4 0
or _he TC si_ _ monitored reached s st_cilled _ue. Dur- S00.a

i-g this series o( te_ts, 2i shots were taken at cur:ems _/_ ioig I3,14 3.4 54 8.0 2MI 2.4 1.02from 200 to 800 A. At 400 A, the c'arnmt density i_ 101 ..,__ ........
over the triplex conductor and 51 A/mm= over the cable space.
Ta_ble 2 _ the conditions 0( the shots in which good 1000 "' , ' " _....... t ' I

nor=_ zone propagation wu observed. ALl shots were taken O SHOT 1019 J
_thout background Be.ld, st 4.3 K, and _th the betters in the x SHOT 1011 I
midpoint of the sample. The test wss H,dted when _ current bus 800
burned out.

.- 600

Voltage Signals .._
4OO

The voltage tape shown ha Fig. 1 detect volt_e signa_ st
the bested zone and .doug the conductor. Figm'e 2 shows the
_'olt_q_,eevolutiona/ongone sideofthe conductorforone 400- 200
A shot (shot I007).VI'10-01, which covers haft of the heated
zone, and VTO1-02, which covers the a_ijacent zone, came up
immedistely _ter tlm heater pulse. VT02-03, which h, 0.8 m 0 ......0 2 4 6 8 10
sway, skommdv_lt_e 3.3 s later, incLic_ting th_ the norm_ zone TIME Es)
ptumed VT02. Meanwhile, the voltage in VT10-01 and VT01-02

...............du.z:- h_-:mg Fie.") Voltmm tracess/tct• ketterp_ (shotI0_7).continuedto rise, iadica, inK ,- r_._,_,_._ -_,.., .... --
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in the normalized zone. The heilum temperature aomud wltsge thermal drafting cau._ small prem_ure temperature rises on
for VT01-02 M 400 A is 12 inV. Figure 2 shows thag this waJ some of the TC tape near the midpoints, as can be seen _nFig. 4.
surpassed quickly, but the normal f_mt did not rmLchVT02 for The time for each TC to rise 4 K was _ to define the passing
another 3 .. Thus, heating in the normalized zone due to Joule of the normal front.
heating plays an important role in the quench behavior of a cable-

ia-condtdt conducto¢. Propsgation Vdocities
W'nen the sample cun'ent was kept on longer to det_ -

wheth_ there mu more normal zone propagation, the current The normal front passing time w_ cal_ at each TC tlp
dropped drastically, espec/_y for higher initial currents. The location for all the shots shown in Table 2. Two distinct _'oups
heating in the normalized zone prc_duceda voltage high _ of results were obtained. One group used the short heaters (3
to reach the power supply Ihnit of 9.5 V. TI_ caused the power o¢ 13) mad wu puked with very high _ ¢_gy density
supply to switch to a com_tamt-voltage mode, which lowered the (24 J/cre=). The other group used the longer heaters (12-14) _gd
current _earding to the losd resistance. Figure 3 shows typical wss p_ with much lower heating en_gy demn_y (0.68 J/cre=).
current traces for 600-A and 800-A shots. F'mal sample currents The resulting normal fzont Po_ti_ as a function a( elapsed time
for dl shotJ are listed in Table 2. are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6. In both plots, the origin of the

normal front was chosen to be the upstream end of the heater,

Temperature Pro_es and the time when the sigmd from this TC (TC01 for Fig. 5-hd TC02 for Fig. 6) increased by 4 K wan chosen as the zero
time. (Note ttmt in Fi_s. 2-4 the zero time is when ;he heater

Thermocouples located at most Of the voltage tap locations
measured temperature rise relative t_ the bath temperstu.,_, at
these points. This information can also be used to _d the n_r- Shots were taken with and without imposed flow, as shown
m,l zone propagation Figu.,'e4 shows the temperature t__.c_ for in Table 2. For shots with im_ flow, the average velocity be-
shot 1007. Ks the normal zone passed each TC location, a sharp tween successive taps wM corrected for the flow and the el,_psed
rise in temperature was observed. Subsequent heating that b_ve time in no-flow condition wM calculated. The data in FIgs. 5 and
rise to the increasing resbtive voltage shown in Fig. 2 is cle_ly 6 reflect this correction. It is evident [tom these plots that the
seen in this temperature plot. velocity increases with time. Maximum propaga_io, velocities of

about 3 m/_ at 400 A aad about 5 m/s a_ 800 A are observed.
W'hfle Fi_. 2 and 4 _/ve about the same thne for p_uma@eof

the normal front at VT02 sad TC02, the voltage u-aces some- For the _,oup of shots _hown in Fig. 5, the initial heating
times showed confu_iag sigmKsowing to inductive pickup. The energy density was so Largetha_ it would take it>out 15 s of
temperature signals are used to determine the norm_dfronts and (constant) Joule heating to equal _h_ heat. The Jo_e heating
the propa$_cion ve/odties. Near the midpoint of the sample, over the whole shot period was less than the heater pulse. Thus,
the conductor was bent back to make the bifilar winding. Slight the propagation of th;, group _ data migh¢ he dominated by

r,he initial heating. Tt_ could explain the fact that velocities
a_ early times in this _Foup axe much higher than those shown

0.1o , . , , , 007| la Fig. 6 for the same current_. Th_ may al_o be the reason

t a v'r_0.0_ SHOT_ tha_, ia thi_ Stoup of shots, the 600-A cta_awere not apprecial_lyx v'ro_ t die,mt from t_ _O0-A dsm.
0,08 _ V'1"_2-03 15 .... _ , ,, _ _ ......

0.08

_> 0,04

0.02 -. lO

t...

0o 1 2 3 4 s o:
TIME(s} _.

_J

Fi$. 3. Sample currents for 600-A and 800-A shots, showing

_, the droop due to resistive buildup, oz¢ S -
55[ _ _ _ _ '

I O TCIO SHOT1007 O_" OSHOTI006]x TCO_
/ _ SHOT_oo774ooA

,_TC02 ._ ASHOT _00SJ

-. SHOT A
.,_ • SHOT1011j_.. 0 1.... L - ' _ - _

'_ 19 0 1 2 3 4 s 8
TIME{s)

F_g. 5. Normadf.,'ontposition ,_ a function of time for ia-
7 tensive heating shots.

.S o 1 2 3 4 S

T_E (s) In Ref. 2, Dresn_ calcu_ted tbaa during the early part of a
•,t"'-,_,.4. ,'__"_p!e ,,;_¢..,,I,..........r...,Hn,I f_q7. Ouenchtheheliuminthenormalizedzoneexpandswitha veloc-
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15 , , , ,' _ , Sknilatr cadcul_iom for tlm 400-A shot iu Fig. 6, however,

yielded quite contradictory resets. The onset time to, = 32 s
z .,.gs t_ is 1_ than the fl.nish time t# = 5.1 s. Furz£er exam/nation' Z- 1051_

z ,0.41 t_ d_wed that there is an additional condition for gq. (3) to be

valid. At tt the helium expansion velocity' at the italia/normal
front shcnddbe much faster than the expu_on velocity at the

10 - oven end,

Z/c :> 2(3C,_TIc=)I/4CDI4fL)I/2 . (4,)/

i / Basedon the measu,_ Z, this condition w_ not met in either/ the 800..A or the 400-A shot condition& and the disparity is worse
z s / / oS_:_TI0_7] . inthelattershot.Applying Eqs.(2)-_4)toAndo'sexperiment'/ / / o SHOT_0_ap400A

F o/v ocjJ A v SHOT1014_._.._, on_"¢ time to.. = 1.2 = is lonKer than t_e Rnish time t! = 0.3 s.

i / / 0 =d tio= =diton Zq. =t me ,--dno

0 2 • S 8 10 12 _4

T1ME(s) A. pre[imlna.w test has been pe_ormed to measuJrequench
Fig. 6. Normal £ront positiona= a function of time for rood- propagation in a cable-in-conduit superconductor.Although the

erate heating shots, data are not extensive, the bel:mvioro_ the sample was similaxto
that reported by Ando for tests performed at the same current
densities (though at 7-T _eld). The propagation increased with

ity that increases u the one-third power of time, or the normal time, a phenomenon that can o_ly be explained by therm_ hT- ,
zone ex-pands as drauiics d the coolant. The maximum propagation velocity was

g = Zot '1_ . (1) about 5 m/s at a .mazrent dmmity of 100 A/mm a,

We fitted the dat:_ in F3gs. 5 and 6 to this power law by fmc:mK The propaDtion velocity (tens d meter_ per second) pre-
the curve through the _rst (earLiest measured time) data point, dicted by Re_. 5 and 6 hu not been ol:_,,twed. Based on the
Although, as mentioned earlier, the data in Fig. 5 were taken mesm_red initial normal zone hot helium expansion velocity, the
under conditions quite di_erent from tho_e under which Eq. (I) condition for use of' the finish time formula by Dresner w_s not
was derived, they lie very dose to the power curve over the whole met in either the present experim_tt or m A_ado'sexperiment.
propagation time. lt i_ not clear whether the observed slightly higher power depen-

dence of normal zone velocity on eiapsed time is due to changes
The 400-A data in Fi_. 6. which have a lower Z0 than those in helium expa_ion velocity ur _ • ce_t of THQ. Further stud-

in Fig. 5, showed a si_t/ican_ increase from the 4/3-power curve its, both anal_ic,dly mad ex'periment_lly, are needed before the
later in time. The 800-A dam _nt lower daamthe curve. This, existence of THQ can be verified.
however, may be the result c_ a current droop that, s_a_ed at
aboutI s,ascan beseeninFig.3.InRd. 4, Ando foundthat
the propagation data can better be fitted with a power Lawcff Acknowledgment
1._. He aLsofound a _r_nger dependence on conduczor curre_

than Dresaer's prediction. 2 He attributedthe discrepancy m _he The authorsaregrs_efi_forthe assistance o/' W. J.Kenney
heatingintheno_ zone."_u_, thev_lldityofEq.(I)and_ inaasemblingthesampleand c_C.T. Wilsonaud D.T. Feb.Ling
how long in e/apsed time it i_ appl_.c,_bleremmn in question, in setting up the data acquisition system..

InRef. 6, Dresnercalculatedthetimeof onset oi"THQ _ad
the time at which theconductoroverthe entire hydrauliclength Refaces

goes nor'm_. The onset time t., depends on the helium expan-
sion m thenormalizedzoneand is I,J.R. Milleret aL,"PressureRiseDuringtheQuenchofaSu-

perconducting.MagnetUsingIntern_yCooledConductor°"

(4/7'/D)a/_ 4/Cto"--'_D= [(0p/OT)v&T]/.4_ , (2) Proc. ICEC 8, Genova, Italy (1980) p. 32.
2. g. Dresner, _rhe Growth oi' Normal Zones in Cable-in-

vdth Z ev'a2uated at to,,: For the 800-A shot, (Op/cY'L']v= 0.58 x Conduit Superconduczors/' Prnc. I0th Syrup. Fusion Eng.,
10s Pa/K _t 2.4 atm. 6.3 K, temperature difference between Philadelphia (1983)p. 2040.

current sharing and 5_h AT = 4.0 K, density p = 24.9 kg/m _, 3. J. W. Lue et al., "Hot-Spot .'vfeasurements.on the U.S.-LCT
velocityofsoundc= 131ros,frictionf_or / = 0.02,hydraulic CoilsintheIFSMTF," Prnc.12thSyrup.FusionEng.,Mon-
diameter D = 0.707 mm, and the coe_cien_ A = 0.84 based
oa the 413 power d Z given in Fig. 6. The onset of T_Q is terey (1987) p. 369.
calculatedtobe to,= 0.7s. 4.T. Ando e_al.,_'Propagu¢ionVelocityoftheNormal Zone .

The timea_whichtheconductorgoe_ norm_ overtheentire ina Cable-in-ConduitConductor,"paperpresentedat the
hydraulic len_zh (the 5n_h time) is app_ by 1989 Cryogenic Engineering Conference, Lm Angeles, 1989.

5. C. A. Luongo et aL, _Therm_ Hydraulic _imtdation o¢ Fie-
tc = 0.8_$(C_AT)_I4(fL_/c_D)_I= (3) liumExptt/_onfrom a Cable-in-ConduitConductor,"IEEE

Trans. Ma_n. 25 (1989) 1589.
Foraspecifiche.stCp = 8400J/kg.K and ahalt-hydrauliclen_h
L = 25 m. we findttmtat800 A theentireconductorshould 6. L. Dresner,J.W. Lue,and M. S. Label.l,"Reporzofthe

Analysilof the LArge PropagationVelocitiesObserved in
go normalinle_ than5.3s. No sharpincrease tn propag_- theFKII-Len_hSSC TestDipoles,"tobe published.lionwasobservedexperimentally.However,thecflcu_tedt,,is
about the same t_ chart the sample cueren¢ staz_ed to droop. 7. A. Devred et al., "Development of Spontaneous Quenches in
This might have prevemted further propagation and the resulting Furl-Length SSC I_D Dipoles," paper presented_ the 1989
THQ. Particle Accelerator Conference, Chicago, 1989.






